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Abstract—A number of companies recently worked together
to release the new Open Compute Project MX standard for
low-precision computation, aimed at efficient neural network
implementation. In this paper, we describe and evaluate the
first open-source FPGA implementation of the arithmetic defined
in the standard. Our designs fully support all the standard’s
concrete formats for conversion into and out of MX formats
and for the standard-defined arithmetic operations, as well as
arbitrary fixed-point and floating-point formats. Certain ele-
ments of the standard are left as implementation-defined, and
we present the first concrete FPGA-inspired choices for these
elements, which we outline in the paper. Our library of optimized
hardware components is available open source, and can be used
to build larger systems. For this purpose, we also describe and
release an open-source Pytorch library for quantization into the
new standard, integrated with the Brevitas library so that the
community can develop novel neural network designs quantized
with MX formats in mind. We demonstrate the usability and
efficacy of our libraries via the implementation of example neural
networks such as ResNet-18 on the ImageNet ILSVRC12 dataset.
Our testing shows that MX is very effective for formats such
as INT5 or FP6 which are not natively supported on GPUs.
This gives FPGAs an advantage as they have the flexibility to
implement a custom datapath and take advantage of the smaller
area footprints offered by these formats.

Index Terms—MX, FPGA, Brevitas, quantization, scale

I. INTRODUCTION

Developments in digital hardware over the past few decades
have greatly increased the compute performance available for
machine learning training and inference. This has allowed
larger neural networks with more parameters to be trained
and deployed, yielding ever more powerful models with better
accuracy. However, the demand for more computational power
is still increasing with demand for models with more param-
eters [1]. Aside from this, there is demand for the ability to
deploy powerful models with large numbers of parameters in
low-power environments such as edge devices. For these rea-
sons, lots of research in digital hardware design had the goal of
creating hardware which allows deploying these models with
smaller footprints while preserving inference accuracy.

Traditionally, machine learning inference and training are
performed using the IEEE FP32 format, with all values such
as parameters, activations, gradients and weight updates repre-
sented in FP32. However, there has been a growing demand for
compact data representations with high-throughput compute.
The MX standard [2] aims to help create more compact
models while preserving the accuracy of their full-precision
counterparts. The standard introduces quantization with a new

scale sharing regime, as compared to traditional per-tensor or
per-channel quantization. Our contributions are the following:

• We present the first open-source FPGA-oriented imple-
mentation of the new MX standard.

• We explore parameter choices beyond the concrete im-
plementations defined in the standard and evaluate their
impact on inference accuracy and FPGA area, allowing
us to uncover some promising design points.

• We provide open-source software infrastructure to facili-
tate exploration with MX and similar schemes in Pytorch.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantization
One common approach to reducing area and bandwidth

of neural networks is by exploring number representations
where fewer bits are used per parameter than in IEEE 754 [3]
floating-point formats. A downside of these narrow formats
is that they typically have lower precision or dynamic range
in comparison. The reduction in dynamic range is extreme in
floating-point formats with narrow exponents [4] and fixed-
point formats [5]. These formats are usually coupled with a
shared scale factor and zero point [6] which transform values
to make better use of the available range. This transformation
is shown in Equation 1 where tensors S and Z represent the
scale and zero point respectively and ⊙ represents element-
wise multiplication. Equation 2 shows restrictions imposed
by the MX standard, where Zb denotes the set of values
representable by a b-bit integer and Me,m denotes the set
of values representable by a floating-point format with an e-
bit exponent and m-bit mantissa. Quantized tensor Xq can
be integer or floating-point. The scale and zero point scale
and shift values such that most of them lie in the range
representable by the target format, and that most of them
have distinct values in the target format. They are usually
shared with tensor-wise or channel-wise granularity due to
the computational cost savings from factoring them out of
dot products. Table I shows the restrictions imposed by scale
sharing regimes on a 2D convolution (Equation 3). Per-tensor
scales restrict all elements of the scale to the same value, while
per-channel scales allow scales to vary along the C dimension.
In the case of per-vector [7] and MX [8] scaling, the scale
tensor is reshaped such that the C dimension is replaced with
two dimensions ⌈C

k ⌉ and k. In this configuration, only values
along the k dimension share a common scale. The need for
reshaping will be explained in Section IV-A.
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TABLE I
RESTRICTIONS ON THE SCALES OF A WEIGHT TENSOR (F ) AND ACTIVATION TENSOR (A) IMPOSED BY SCALE SHARING REGIMES ON A 2D

CONVOLUTION EXAMPLE. THE BLOCK SIZE FOR MX SCALING IS DENOTED BY k. S AND T ARE SCALES FOR F AND A RESPECTIVELY.

Scale Sharing Restrictions
Weights Activations

F, S ∈ RK×C×H′×W ′
A, T ∈ RN×H×W×C

Per-Tensor ∀l, c, h′, w′ Sl,c,h′,w′ = s ∀n, h,w, c Tn,h,w,c = t
Per-Channel ∀l, h′, w′ Sl,c,h′,w′ = sc ∀n, h,w Tn,h,w,c = tc

S ∈ RK×⌈C
k
⌉×H′×W ′×k T ∈ RN×H×W×⌈C

k
⌉×k

MX ∀p Sl,c,h′,w′,p = sl,c,h′,w′ ∀p Tn,h,w,c,p = tn,h,w,c

X = S ⊙ (Xq − Z) where X ∈ Rd1×d2×...×dn (1)

S ∈ Md1×d2×...×dn
8,0 Z = 0

Xq ∈ Zd1×d2×...×dn

b or Xq ∈ Md1×d2×...×dn
e,m

(2)

A′
n,h,w,l =

C∑
c=1

H′∑
h′=1

W ′∑
w′=1

(A(n, h+ h′, w + w′, c)

× F (l, c, h′, w′))

(3)

B. Shared Scale Boundaries

Traditionally, a scale value is shared between all elements
in a tensor as this allows the scale to be factored out of dot
products. This however limits all values in the tensor to be
within a small range dictated by the dynamic range of the
element format. Per-channel scales ease this by allowing each
input channel in activation and weight tensors to have a differ-
ent scale. Per-vector scales [7] use even finer granularity. As
granularity gets finer, quantization noise generally decreases.
Another method proposes that tensors are divided into square
blocks [9] as this keeps blocks contiguous during the backward
pass. The MX standard [8] is a special case of per-vector
scaling with restrictions such as a power-of-two scale. The
dimension used for sharing exponents in per-vector and MX
scaling is called the principal dimension. A block refers to a
group of elements of a tensor which share a scale value.

There are two main considerations when drawing block
boundaries. First is the extra bandwidth required to load
the scales along with parameters. Second is the effect on
accumulation during dot products between the activation and
weight tensors. Per-tensor scaling minimizes these effects by
using fewer scales, thereby allowing accumulation to be fully
performed with scales factored out. In other cases, accumula-
tions appear across shared scale boundaries.

C. The MX Standard

The MX Standard [8] is aimed at efficient neural network
implementation by reducing the loss in accuracy when using
fewer than 8 bits to represent parameters [10]. The standard

uses a fine grained scale restricted to a “E8M0” format (8-
bit exponent, 0-bit mantissa), which restricts the scale to
powers of two. The MX standard recommends that the scale
is set to the largest power-of-two in the block, divided by
the largest power-of-two representable in the element format.
This presents new challenges in hardware implementation as
converting into this format in hardware requires that area
is dedicated to computing statistics over the input tensor.
Normalising output activations during inference also requires
computing statistics, this process recomputes the scale after
the values in a block have been modified.

The standard introduces a set of concrete MX compliant
formats shown in Table II. Concrete formats use a block size
(k) of 32. The standard also defines arithmetic operations for
computing dot products between vectors with MX scaling
(Equation 4). This equation shows how a dot product is
calculated between tensors X and Y , which are associated
with MX scales S and T . The standard leaves some aspects
of these operations as implementation-defined, such as the in-
ternal precision used for accumulation. In our implementation
(Section III), we make use of this freedom to optimise for
FPGA and test alternative choices where the standard allows,
including alternative block sizes and element types.

TABLE II
MX CONCRETE FORMATS AND FORMATS SUPPORTED BY OUR

IMPLEMENTATION. e ∈ [2, 6], m ∈ [1, 5], b ∈ [2, 8], log2(k) ∈ [2, 9]. ALL
SCALES ARE E8M0. SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR FOLLOWS OCP FP8 [11].

Format Name Element Type Block Size Specials/Behaviour
MXFP8 E5M2 32 NaN, Inf / OFL, SAT
MXFP8 E4M3 32 NaN / OFL, SAT
MXFP6 E3M2 32 -
MXFP6 E2M3 32 -
MXFP4 E2M1 32 -

MXINT8 INT8 32 -
Our MXFP EeMm k NaN, Inf / OFL, SAT

Our MXINT INTb k -

D. Brevitas

Brevitas is a Pytorch library that facilitates quantization of
neural networks. The library allows quantizers to be inserted
into the compute graph of a model. As an example, they
can quantize weights and activations before a convolution.
The purpose of these quantizers is to model the effect of



quantization in the model by injecting quantization noise.
Quantizers use rounding and clipping to mimic the precision
and range of a target format. This is done by passing inputs
through a quantization function, followed a dequantization
function which converts quantized tensors to FP32. This allows
quantization-aware training (QAT) to be performed on FP32
hardware, which improves accuracy of the model on low-
precision hardware. This also allows testing the accuracy
impact of quantization while running on FP32 hardware. In
this paper, we extend Brevitas with quantization to MX.

DotGeneral(X,Y, S, T ) =

C∑
c=1

Dot(Xc, Yc, Sc, Tc)

Dot(A,B, s, t) = (st)

k∑
p=1

ApBp

X,Y ∈ RC×k A,B ∈ Rk S, T ∈ RC

(4)

III. IP CORES

Our open-source IP cores [12] support all of the concrete
formats introduced by the MX standard as well as the standard-
defined arithmetic operations. The cores comply with the MX
standard and present new choices for details which are left
as implementation-defined by the standard, such as handling
of special values and the internal precision of accumula-
tion. For these elements, we made choices with the goal of
efficient FPGA implementation. We also take advantage of
the customisability of FPGAs to support arbitrary precision
integer and floating-point formats. The components in our
library can be used to implement the concrete MX formats
by setting parameters. In addition, our blocks support other
configurations of element types and block sizes within the
constraints shown in Table II.

A. Special Values

The MX standard describes two ways of representing spe-
cial values. In one case, the shared scale can be set to the
NaN encoding (0xFF) to set all elements associated with it to
NaN. In the second case where the element format supports
special encodings, individual elements can be set to specials.
In order to comply with the MX standard, the FP8 concrete
formats need to support the OCP FP8 standard [11] which
describes special encodings and the behaviour of these specials
in overflow and saturating modes. There are four different
types of special behaviour depending on the FP8 format
(E5M2 or E4M3) and the mode (overflow or saturating),
as described in the OCP FP8 specicifation. Excluding FP8,
none of the other concrete formats support special encodings
in the element type, and the logic for propagating specials
is left as implementation-defined by the standard. In our
implementation, the four types of special behaviour from the
OCP FP8 specification can be used with any MXFP format, or
all special encodings can be disabled at the element level. In
these cases where the element format does not support special
encodings, if the input scale is a NaN, the output scale is set to

the NaN encoding. All conversions propagate NaNs by setting
output elements to the NaN encoding, either by setting an
element to NaN if possible or by setting the shared scale to the
NaN encoding if the element format does not support NaNs.
Infs are propagated according to the OCP FP8 specification
if the element format has an encoding for Inf, otherwise it
is treated as a NaN. Specials are propagated similarly in dot
product circuits.

B. Dot Product Circuits
The Dot standard-defined operation computes the dot prod-

uct between a pair of blocks (Equation 4). The standard
leaves the internal precision of this process as implementation-
defined. As this operation factors out shared scales and is
expected to be used with formats with small dynamic range,
error-free integer accumulation is a viable option in hardware
using Kulisch accumulation [13]. Our implementation uses
this error-free accumulation, and arranges adders in a binary
tree structure to perform pairwise summation [14], for low
latency. Our implementation is shown in Figure 1, and Ta-
ble III shows the internal precision used for floating-point and
integer element types. The triangular block represents pairwise
summation in hardware. If the element format has special
encodings, the dot product circuit also checks input elements
for specials, and sets the NaN or Inf flags.

Dot

NaN

/ /
/

/

Scale
/

/
/

Specials
Inf

Normalise /

/

Fig. 1. Our implementation of the Dot standard-defined operation, grey
symbols are used for formats with special encodings. Table III shows widths
of signals. Multiplier inputs can be FP or INT but outputs are always INT.

TABLE III
DOT PRODUCT CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS. B DENOTES WIDTH OF AN
INTEGER, E,M DENOTE WIDTHS OF THE EXPONENT AND MANTISSA

FIELDS OF A FLOATING-POINT NUMBER.

Width MXFP MXINT
bi 1 + E +M B

bint 2(1 + 2E + (M − 1)) 2B

bo 2(1 + 2E + (M − 1)) + log2(k) 2B + log2(k)

While the Dot standard-defined operation performs dot
products within the boundaries of a shared scale, the Dot Gen-
eral standard-defined operation performs dot products across
boundaries. Our implementation of this operation replicates
the Dot operation for each block within the input vector, then
accumulates the outputs of the Dot operations using adders
with normalisation. The standard does not define the internal
precision to be used for this accumulation with normalisation,
so our implementation uses a component similar to a floating-
point adder as shown in Figure 2. This adder uses ”round to



nearest even” where precision is lost, the label b + 3 in the
figure represents the bit width of the input concatenated with
the guard, round and sticky bits used for rounding.

 op0

 op1

 scale0

 scale1
Sort

scale0

op0

 scale1

op1

Shift & round to
nearest even

Round
+

Overflow out 

scale_out 

Sign
Extend/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/ / /

/

Fig. 2. An adder that normalises operands, similar to a floating-point adder.

C. Conversion and Normalisation

Our open-source library provides conversions from IEEE
754 FP32/BFloat16 and back, to facilitate integration of MX
arithmetic into existing designs. The BFloat16 to MX con-
verter can also normalise outputs of dot product circuits. The
converters take a block of floating-point values along with
their pre-computed scale. This is used to convert the input to
a block of MX values, using ”round to nearest even”.

The MX standard recommends computing the scale during
inference, while most previous work computes the scale during
training, keeping it constant during inference [15] [16]. The
method recommended by the standard requires extra area.
In particular, area is required to compute statistics during
normalisation after dot product operations. Normalisation will
also require variable shifts rather than constant shifts because
scales are no longer constant at inference. Our IP cores can
be used with constant pre-computed scales if desired, but
our library also provides a component to compute the scale,
implemented using a tree of comparators.

The block size used by all concrete formats is (k = 32).
Our IP cores implement the block size as a parameter which
can be modified and set to any power of two according to
the constraint in Table II. If the block size of the converter is
modified, the depth of the comparator tree is set to to ⌈log2(k)⌉
and new pipeline stages are added to keep the critical path two
comparators long. This preserves timing characteristics.

IV. EXPLORATION INFRASTRUCTURE

To facilitate developing models for the MX standard, we
developed an open-source infrastructure [17] to allow Quanti-
zation Aware Training (QAT) and evaluation of MX quantized
models on GPU. To allow mixing MX with existing quan-
tization schemes, this infrastructure has been integrated into
Brevitas [18]. Integration with Brevitas gives the ability to
change any aspect of quantization schemes and conduct design
space exploration on Pytorch models. It also allows QAT with
a quantized forward pass and FP32 backward pass.

The MX standard was released along with a Pytorch library
that allows exploration of MX formats [19]. Our infrastructure
expands the exploration space to provide many more choices
such as scale types and other scale computation methods,
including choices not supported by the MX standard such

as floating-point scales. In addition, our infrastructure allows
mixing quantization schemes such as MX and per-tensor.

A. Minifloat Quantization

Most MX concrete formats use floating-point. At the time
of writing, the latest version of Brevitas [18] does not support
quantization schemes with low-precision floating-point ele-
ments. As a result, we have developed quantizers to floating-
point element types and integrated these into Brevitas to
compliment the existing fixed-point, binary and ternary types.

Brevitas supports several ways to collect statistics and com-
pute scales. The method recommended by the MX standard
sets the scale to the largest power-of-two present in the input
divided by the largest power-of-two representable in the target
format, and is already in Brevitas. Other Brevitas methods use
the mean or a histogram when calculating the scale. These
were designed for per-tensor and per-channel quantization
where statistics are calculated along a set of dimensions. As
MX could have multiple blocks in a single dimension, an input
tensor needs to be reshaped before statistics can be computed
(Equation 5). The principal dimension (input channels) is
split into ⌈C

k ⌉ blocks of k. This reshaping is paired with
zero padding such that C mod k = 0 and allows statistics
to be computed along the innermost dimension, ensuring
compatibility with existing Brevitas scale implementations.

S ∈ RK×C×H′×W ′
to S ∈ RK×⌈C

k ⌉×H′×W ′×k (5)

The MX standard recommends that the scale is computed
during inference. All current Brevitas methods compute a scale
during training and keep it constant during inference, as this
is what most previous work has used [15] [16]. Using the
standard’s recommendation will add extra area to compute the
scale during normalisation. Our exploration infrastructure al-
lows the choice between the standard’s recommended method
and a constant scale during inference.

Our implementation of MX scaling is another important
addition to Brevitas. In the original Brevitas, scales are stored
as tensors consisting of a single element (per-tensor) or C
elements (per-channel). This allows the scale to be applied
using the element-wise multiplication operator in Pytorch
where the scale is broadcast along the missing dimensions.
In the case of MX scaling, the scale sharing granularity is
finer than one scale per vector, which is incompatible with this
element-wise multiplication and broadcasting. In the memory-
efficient case, the length of the principal dimension of the
scale tensor would be the number of shared scales per vector.
However, this would be incompatible with the current element-
wise multiplication with broadcasting. Our implementation
preserves compatibility by making a scale tensor with the same
dimensions as the input tensor, with shared scales repeated
for each element that uses them. While this is inefficient for
memory, the scale tensor can be compressed by removing
repeated elements before deployment. Figure 3 shows the
quantization process in our MX quantizer.



*

**

Calculate Scale

Restrict to power of 2

Reshape blocks into new dim.

Apply max over block dim.

Clamp to E8M0

Quantize Input
Round to element
format precision

Clamp to element
format range

Fig. 3. Features of our quantizer, each block here can be customised or
replaced to implement other quantization schemes. The 2emaxelem term
refers to the largest exponent possible in the element format and A′ represents
a real valued tensor formed by applying the scale on Aq .

B. Dot Products

Equation 3 calculates a 2D convolution. As the boundaries
between shared scales change, the sums over c, h′ and w′

are of interest because the boundaries determine where scales
can be factored out of additions. If scales are factored out,
error-free addition can be used (denoted by operator Σ),
implemented efficiently using Kulisch accumulators [9] [20]
for all supported formats (Table II). If scales could not be fac-
tored out, normalisation is required before and after addition
(denoted by operator Ξ). Full multipliers are denoted by ×
while multiplications that can be reduced to additions/shifts
are denoted by ⊗. In the case of per-tensor scaling, scales
can be completely factored out. With per-channel scaling,
the sum over c crosses block boundaries (Equation 6) while
the scales can be factored out of sums over h′ and w′.
Our implementation of MX scaling (Equation 7) sets the C
dimension as the principal dimension, because this is typically
the longest dimension used for reduction during dot products
in CNNs and gives more choices for k. This means that sums
over h′ and w′ use normalisation while sums over C use a
mixture of both addition types. The ratio of normalisation to
integer adders is controlled by the block size.

A′
n,h,w,l =

C

Ξ
c=1

(sc ⊗ tc)

⊗
H′∑

h′=1

W ′∑
w′=1

Aq(n, h+ h′, w + w′, c)× Fq(l, c, h
′, w′)

(6)

V. EVALUATION

Our library of IP cores and our exploration infrastructure
were evaluated on image classification on ImageNet using
ResNet-18 [21]. A reference model was trained using FP32
and this pre-trained model was used as a starting point for
all quantization schemes tested. MX formats were tested
alongside per-tensor and per-channel schemes by applying
quantization to all weight and activation tensors in the model.
In all cases, the scale was restricted to E8M0 and computed at

inference. The variables between schemes were the granularity
of the shared scale and element format which was restricted
to 8 bits or less per element as this is what the MX standard is
aimed at. Synthesis was done using Vivado 2023.1, targetting
a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ xczu7ev-ffvc1156-2-e device.

A′
n,,h,w,l =

⌈C
k ⌉

Ξ
c=1

H′

Ξ
h′=1

W ′

Ξ
w′=1

(sl,c,h′,w′ ⊗ tl,c,h′,w′)

⊗
k∑

p=1

(Aq(n, h+ h′, w + w′, ck + p)

× Fq(l, ck + p, h′, w′))

(7)

A. Network-level Accuracy

The accuracy of each quantization scheme was evaluated
under both post-training quantization (PTQ) and quantization-
aware training (QAT) using our exploration infrastructure
introduced in Section IV. PTQ was performed by rounding
the parameters of the FP32 model to the target scheme using
”round to nearest even”. Only linear and convolutional layers
in the ResNet-18 model had quantization applied, all other
operations such as batchnorm operations and ReLU activations
continued to use single-precision [22], because convolutional
layers and linear layers consist of more parameters and per-
form far more operations than the other layers. QAT was
performed by rounding the reference model to a target scheme,
then training further with a fine-tuning set.

A variety of MX formats have been evaluated, including all
the concrete formats defined in the standard. The error on the
test dataset after PTQ and QAT is plotted in Figure 4. For the
MXINT family of formats, bit width has the largest impact
on error, increasing bitwidth decreases error. Aside from that,
block size also has an impact on error where decreasing block
size decreases error. This is also reflected in the MXFP family,
but block size has a smaller impact on accuracy.

B. Core-level Hardware Results

For rapid evaluation of MX formats, we create area models
by profiling with out of context synthesis. The models are
on a per IP block basis, for each of: multiplier arrays, adder
trees and normalisation circuits. Multiplier arrays and FP adder
trees have linearly increasing area with respect to the number
of multipliers/adders. The coefficients in the linear model are
found by least-squares fitting to a subset of synthesised de-
signs. Normalisation circuits are similar, with a linear increase
in area with the number of values to be normalised (number
of output activations in a layer). For integer adder trees, our
model calculates the sum of area of all adders in the tree.
The logarithmic increase of adder size with tree depth is taken
into account. The area for each individual adder and multiplier
was found by synthesising while sweeping mantissa/exponent
widths. This area model was used to estimate the area that
would be required to unroll all of the linear and convolutional



layers in the model, ignoring the cost of other operations as
these will use a relatively small amount of area. Placing such
an unrolled model on a single device is not feasible due to the
large area required, however, this measure captures the effect
of changing block size across a range of layers with varying
C. The same model was also used to estimate the area of
per-channel and per-tensor schemes.

As for latency and throughput, our individual cores are
pipelined; there is no significant change in the clock frequency,
and hence the core-level throughput achievable across the
range of parameters we have explored. The same would be true
for a fully-unrolled implementation. The number of pipeline
stages does increase with k in our implementation, due to the
depth of the comparator tree as detailed in Section III. This
effect was negligible in our experiments due to its logarithmic
complexity and the small number of pipeline stages relative to
other components. The number of pipeline stages in a FP32
implementation would be much larger as FP32 multipliers/ad-
ders (IP from Vivado) require more pipeline stages to match
the frequency of our quantized implementation.

Figure 4 shows the test error and estimated area of quanti-
zation schemes before and after QAT. The plots omit schemes
with more than 40% error and schemes with high area uti-
lization that provided little error improvement. The MXFP8
formats (E4M3/E5M2) are omitted because the error-free ac-
cumulation within our Dot implementation scales with O(2e)
and uses large area. In our PTQ results, the Pareto optimal
points which offer the lowest area cost are the MXINT5
formats. The MXINT6/7/8 formats with coarse grained scales
provide accuracy close to the FP32 baseline. The MXFP6/7
formats E2M3 and E2M4 provide a marginal improvement
over MXINT6/7. After QAT, the MXINT4 formats become
the most desirable for low area, with MXINT5/6/7 formats
providing near baseline accuracy. Generally across both PTQ
and QAT results, if low area is desired (left side of plots), it is
desirable to use a narrow MXINT format and the main design
choice is the block size which can be used to trade area with
accuracy. On the other hand if near baseline accuracy (grey
dotted line) is desired, the wider MXINT formats are better
suited, with bit width being the most impactful design choice.

The results also show the effect of our exploration in-
frastructure. Notably, QAT brings down the error cost of
4-bit formats such as MXFP4 (E2M1) and MXINT4 and
makes them feasible for implementations with limited area.
QAT also brings the MXINT5/6 formats to near baseline
accuracy. However, the effect of QAT on MXFP formats was
not as significant. MX formats considerably improve on the
area/error tradeoff for FPGA implementation, compared to per-
tensor and per-channel scaling, however in this application it
is mainly the MXINT formats, i.e. block floating point, that
provide the best results, rather than narrow-width MXFP.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced an open-source MX
compatible library of arithmetic components, which can be
used to implement ML accelerator designs on FPGAs. Our
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Fig. 4. Error vs. estimated area of quantization schemes. Marker shape shows
scale sharing regime. The grey dotted line is the FP32 baseline, other dotted
lines show Pareto fronts. Pareto-optimal points are labelled with format and
block size. Only schemes that offered more than 60% accuracy are shown.

library fully supports all concrete formats introduced by the
MX standard, and is fully parameterised to support a wide
range of element formats and block sizes beyond the concrete
formats, too. Alongside this library, we have developed a
software exploration infrastructure for MX which facilitates
training and evaluating MX quantized models on GPUs. Our
exploration infrastructure is fully integrated with Brevitas,
allowing MX to be included in design space exploration
alongside other traditional quantization schemes.

Finally, we explored the trade-off between inference accu-
racy and FPGA area for a range of formats introduced under
the MX standard. Our findings show the benefit of using
narrow formats such as MXINT4/5 and MXFP6/7 (E2M3,
E2M4) over traditional per-tensor or per-channel quantization.
Our experiments also show that MXINT6/7 are more desirable
in this trade-off than the concrete MXINT8 format at times.

Our exploration infrastructure opens up a lot of interesting
design choices. In the future, it could be used to explore
mixed-precision models with different quantization schemes
MX or non-MX. The scale also opens up some areas for
exploration such as different scale formats (FP/INT) or other
scale computation methods. Following this, IP Cores could be
created for the best schemes from this exploration.
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